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Introduction
Plasma is characterized as a semi nonpartisan gas of charged and 

unbiased particles that shows aggregate way of behaving. The 
trademark includes that make plasma particular from other release 
peculiarities are used in numerous modern and examination fields as 
far as, for example, controlling the elements of the part particles for 
individual applications. With a gigantic scope of electron densities 
and temperatures, which are the most delegate boundaries, plasma 
has trademark physical and substance properties relying upon the 
electron thickness and temperature systems, bringing about a 
different classification of plasma including material handling plasma 
and combination plasma [1].

With the fast development of the semiconductor business in the 
twentieth 100 years, material handling has developed into one of the 
greatest sub-fields of low temperature plasma, assigned as such by 
its electron temperature system [2]. The fundamental cycles in 
semiconductor fabricating, for example, scratching, testimony, 
cleaning, and so on, broadly utilize low temperature plasma, 
permitting plasma to assume a huge part in the microelectronics 
business. Further improvement of electronic gadgets, 
notwithstanding, requires further developed plasma methods to fulfill 
market needs, consequently expanding the handling intricacy and 
trouble. In this situation, plasma diagnostics can give subjective and 
quantitative data on plasma boundaries for a comprehension of the 
physical and compound peculiarities in the plasma processes, 
leading to the improvement of plasma innovation [3].

Description

Getting interior plasma boundaries by means of plasma 
diagnostics can altogether help plasma handling architects to lay out 
the cycle window, which can be characterized as the state of the 
handling gear or plasma itself that must be met to understand  the
reason for the interaction. For example, SiO2 scratching with 
Fluorocarbon (FC) plasma expects that plasma particles be serious 
areas of strength for adequately, the FC plasma would frame thick  FC
films on the SiO2 as opposed to carving it. One more model can 
be found in an exceptional plasma process called nuclear 
layer   testimony   (ALD),  where  a  particular  temperature window   is 

important to acknowledge nuclear scale statement without deformity 
delivering synthetic responses, for example, buildup or 
desorption at temperatures underneath or over the window, 
separately. Essentially, nuclear layer scratching (ALE), the partner 
of ALD, likewise has a trademark interaction window as for the 
suitable particle energy range that accomplishes nuclear scale 
expulsion without deformity creating actual responses, for 
example, inadequate evacuation or faltering at particle energies 
underneath or over the window, separately [4].

There are various reports on the exhibition of plasma diagnostics 
through different techniques to accomplish the interaction window. 
Contrasted with consistent plasma processes where a solitary 
plasma is kept up with all through the handling time, certain plasma 
cycles like ALE, where at least two sorts of plasma are rotated bit by 
bit, may particularly profit from plasma diagnostics. One past report 
covers a complete examination concerning the release material 
science of ALE plasma, from a few essential plasma boundaries, for 
example, electron thickness and temperature to release shakiness 
and recuperation periods during the ALE cycle [5].

In this work, a cycle window shift in SiO2 scratching with FC 
plasma from an assortment of information power is researched by 
means of plasma diagnostics, the devices of which are painstakingly 
considered for their suitability to the polymeric states of FC plasma. 
In light of a past report that a consistent condition of drawing still up
in the air by the harmony between FC film statement and SiO2-FC 
film expulsion rates, which are reflected by FC extremist and particle 
energy transitions, separately, FC revolutionary thickness is viewed 
as the boundary showing the FC extremist motion is this work.

As plasma handling has become broadly utilized in material 
handling, plasma demonstrative strategies assume a greater part in 
understanding and controlling handling plasma for improved results. 
In the current work, the cycle window shift, where an expansion in RF 
power pushes the handling condition through of the window, was 
researched by means of different plasma demonstrative techniques.
In light of the recently detailed SiO2 scratch model, target species for 
the diagnostics of electron thickness, plasma potential, and FC 
extremist densities were picked. The got demonstrative outcomes 
had the option to adequately make sense of the cycle window shift, 
and likewise, were in great concurrence with the engraving model 
expectation.
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Conclusion
It is worth focusing on that the use of various analytic devices to 

screen similar plasma makes it simpler to decipher the consequences 
of plasma processes, as displayed in this work. At last, for some mind 
boggling plasma processes, for example, ALE where plasma 
progressively changes during the cycle, in situ plasma demonstrative 
techniques are supposed to offer more useful analytic outcomes, 
permitting more exact and proper interaction controls.
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